matters
Imagine waking up on a glorious, clear,
sunny day, it’s the weekend, birds
are chirping, the waves are crashing
and you get the urge to be outdoors
amongst the energy of nature. You want
to do something FUN, to feel FREE,
to feel ALIVE, to feel STRONG, to feel
AMAZING. Now imagine that there is
the possibility to have all of this and
improve your mind, your body and your
mood! It is the gift of adventure and
it’s available any time and any day.

Adventure Matters

On the coast we have so many
opportunities to inject adventure into
your training. No matter what fitness
level you are, kids and adults, men
and women, everyone can enjoy
these simple adventure activities.

with Melinda Bingley
from MAB Personal Training
& Adventures

In this issue we take a look at
adventure on the mountains.

Fitness does
matter when
you can enjoy
more adventures
in your life

There is a mountain for everyone
on the Sunshine Coast:
 Beginners – Mount Coolum,
Mount Ngungun
 Intermediate – Mount Cooroora
 Experienced – Mount Tibrogargan

A mountain can sometimes
be a metaphor for life.
Conquer both, and boost your
confidence and build strength
to take on all areas of your life.
So why climb a mountain?
A mountain can sometimes be a
metaphor for life. Conquer both, and
boost your confidence and build strength
to take on all areas of your life.
Connect with friends and nature. Add
some aliveness to your training.
It’s a fun way to gain fitness/
lose weight/tone muscle.
Adventure is addictive, it is contagious, it
is fun, it is living. Get outdoors, connect
with friends and get fit while doing so.
Once you start with this adventure, it will
open up so many more adventures for
you – why else would fitness matter?
In the next issue we will take a look
at the adventure of kayaking.

COME PLAY, FItnESS IS FUn

Skydiving

Kokoda

Camino

Studio

Mountain Climbing

Whether you are a beginner
or advanced, Melinda can
tailor-make the exact program
for your level of fitness.
MAB = Mind and Body
Melinda just loves life and is
passionate about making fitness fun.
She specialises in personal
training, corporate adventure
days and individual one day
adventure experiences.

Pole Dancing

Bike riding

Kayaking

Bootcamp

Intro oFFEr

2 x personal training sessions, 2 x Bootcamp Sessions - All this for only $50 (save $70)

Outdoor Adventures-Kayaking-Hiking-Confidence Building-Personal Training-Nutritional Advice-Boot Camps

Ph 0401 286 200 / Email melindabingley@gmail.com / Private Studio Located Golden Beach
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